**Indian Chamber of Commerce** organized the PSE Conclave, **10th India Public Sector Agenda @ 2020** on **12th October, 2020** on virtual platform.

The eminent speakers were **Mr. R.S. Sharma**, Former CMD, ONGC Ltd., **Dr. Ashish Bhattacharya**, Former Director, IMT & Corporate Governance Expert and **Mr. Kartik Radia**, Managing Partner, Mazars India. **Mr. Suvayu Ray**, Director – Government Advisory, Mazars India explained the award methodology in details to the audience.

Along with the conclave, presentation and felicitations, **Indian Chamber of Commerce** presented **10th PSE Excellence Awards**; an initiative by ICC to salute the game changers and recognize the contributors to Indian Economy. ‘PSE Excellence awards 2018’, was **10th** of the series which was started in the year 2010 by ICC with the support of DPE.

Among **Maharatna, Navaratna** and **Miniratna & others categories**, there were 7 parameters, i.e. Operational Performance Excellence, Human resource Management Excellence, Corporate Social Responsibility & Sustainability, Contribution of Women in PSEs and Corporate Governance, R&D, Technology Development and Innovation and CEO/CMD of the Year. The awardees were **NALCO, IOCL, BEL, RECL, NCL, MDL, WAPCOS, CRWC, WAPCOS and REIL**.

The **CMD of the Year** went to **Mr. R.K. Gupta**, CMD, WAPCOS. The **Jury Award**, i.e. **Company of the Year** was bagged by **WAPCOS**.

The Awards were presented by **Dr. Bhaskar Chatterjee**, Former Secretary, DPE, Government of India.

It is pertinent to mention that PSE Excellence Awards have been instituted by **Indian Chamber of Commerce**, to recognize excellence in Public Sector Undertakings. Further, the award has been conferred to the Company, based on detailed evaluation of award application done by an independent jury through a rigorous and transparent process.

Due to the Covid-19 epidemic, **10th India Public Sector Agenda 2020** and **PSE Excellence Award** ' was organized by online method in which various public sector companies of the country participated.

Overall this year also the response was very good along with presence of CMDs, Key Officials of PSEs, Government officials, advisory officials and others. The programme was well covered by media.
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